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Due to their varied structures, physical properties, and
reactivities, metal complexes often play key roles in macro-
molecules.1 They serve as templates for self-assembly,2 as
cross-links, or as part of the polymer backbone. Since metal
ions may be labile or inert, may be electron donors or acceptors,
and are often chromophoric, magnetic, or conducting centers,
they allow for the introduction of a variety of features into
polymers. Thus, metal-containing materials are of interest as
sensors, as storage and switching devices,3 as supported
catalysts,4 and as models of structural proteins and enzymes,4a,5

among other uses in nanotechnology. Although it is well
documented that living polymerizations allow for exquisite
control over molecular weight (MW) and architecture in organic
polymers,6 there have been few reports of their extension to
transition metal-containing materials. In a few cases, metal-
containing monomers have been used for living polymerizations7

and monodisperse polymers have been functionalized with
metals subsequent to polymerization.8 However, the use of
metalloinitiators or terminators as structural templates in living
polymerization reactions remains largely unexplored.7,9

Herein is described the synthesis of metal-centered star-shaped
polymers (MCSPs), namely, Fe(II) and Ru(II) tris-bipyridine-
(bpy)-centered polyoxazolines by a multifunctional initiator

strategy. It will also be demonstrated that the reactivity of [Fe-
(bpy)3]2+ may be exploited to produce dramatic changes in the
properties of Fe(II) core materials. Since living oxazoline
polymerizations are initiated by electrophilic reagents (e.g.,
benzyl bromide)10 and are run in polar CH3CN solutions, they
were expected to be compatible with cationic metal complex
cores. Thus, the ligand (4,4′-bromomethyl)-2,2′-bipyridine
(bpyBr2, 1a) and some of its complexes (2a and3a)11,12were
selected as model systems for testing the metalloinitiator
approach (eq 1). Complexes2 and3 probe the compatibility

of the polymerizations with both labile and inert metal centers
and with different numbers of functionalities at the cores. Also,
materials of these metal complexes are of great interest for their
reactivities and photophysical properties.5d,e,13 The ligand1a12
was used to prepare the labile hexafunctional compound [Fe-
(bpyBr2)3](PF6)2 (2a); however, the inert, difunctional complex
[Ru(bpy)2(bpyBr2)](PF6)2 (3a) proved difficult to access in
sufficiently high purity for use as an initiator. Instead, the less-
reactive dichloride analog1b12 was used to prepare a difunc-
tional Ru(II) complex (3b), which was converted to the diiodide
initiator 3c (X ) I) in situusing NaI.10a The Fe(II) preinitiator
2b was also prepared and treated in an analogous manner for
comparison.
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In a typical polymerization, the ligands (1) or the metalloini-
tiators (2 and3) were combined with 2-ethyloxazoline in CH3-
CN at 80°C for 1 day (eq 1). Analysis of the resulting polymers
by 1H NMR indicated the disappearance of the halide initiator
functionalities. Glassy polymer products were obtained which
retain the color of the respective initiators (UV-vis):1, pale
yellow; 2, violet; 3, orange. MW data for the polymers were
determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) (Table
1). The labile Fe star polymers fragment during GPC which
allows for independent characterization of the liberated mac-
roligand arms.14 (Polymer arms of Fe star: [monomer]/[initiator
site] ) 125; calcd MW) 25k; foundMw ) 28k.) MW data
for the Fe polymer were also obtained using multiangle laser
light scattering (MALLS). (Fe star from2c: [monomer]/
[initiator site] ) 125; calcd MW) 76k; foundMw ) 77k.)15

The kinetically inert Ru-centered polymer remains intact during
GPC analysis, and the chromophores are detected in the eluted
polymer. Low polydispersities (PDIs) were observed for all of
the polymers. However, since the MWs for metal-free polymers
prepared from1 are approximately two times the anticipated
values, a polymer coupling reaction may be occurring after the
reaction is complete.16

In addition to developing methodologies for growing poly-
mers from metalloinitiators, a second important goal is to
identify ways in which MCSPs might be disassembled. Such
“star burst” reactions which separate the metal from its
macroligands are not only important for the characterization of
MCSPs but also allow for their chelation to different metal
centers. Metal complexation can protect sensitive functionality
during polymerization. And since these reactions may be
accompanied by dramatic changes in color or other physical
properties, they could be important for the application of MCSPs
as environmentally responsive materials. For the Fe star
polymer, disassembly was achieved under a variety of different
conditions (eq 2). Since the Fe(II) core polymers fragment
during GPC, these materials may be sensitive to shear. In
addition, aqueous basic and acidic reagents can also effect “star
burst” reactions. While the Fe(II) cores remain intact upon
termination of the living chains with amines,10b,17reaction with
aqueous K2CO3 yields a colorless solution with concomitant
deposition of a rust-colored solid. Addition of (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2

to previously liberated bpy-centered polyoxazolines regenerates
the distinctive violet color of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ (UV-vis). It was
also observed that films of the Fe polymer undergo thermal
bleaching when heated to∼210 °C. This process is at least
partially reversible since the violet color returns upon cooling.
Blends of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ and linear polyoxazolines exhibit a
similar, even sharper violet to clear transition which is also
reversible. This behavior is not observed for the [Fe(bpy)3]2+

complex alone under the same conditions.
These results demonstrate the viability of the multifunctional

initiator strategy as a way into a variety of metal-centered
macromolecular structures. Extension of this concept to other
metal complexes and reactions promises to broaden the scope
of living polymerization methodologies and to yield new
materials with intriguing and useful properties.
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Table 1. Molecular Weight Data for Polyoxazolinesa

initiator
calcdMw/103 b
([mon]/[X]) c Mw/103 PDId

[Fe(bpyBr2)3]2+ 60 (100) 16e 1.06
macroligandsf 20 (100) 14 1.27
[Fe(bpyI2)3]2+ 76 (125) 28e 1.07
macroligandsf 25 (125) 22 1.08
[Ru(bpy)2(bpyI2)]2+ 40 (200) 22g 1.04
bpyBr2 25 (125) 46 1.03
bpyI2 25 (125) 41 1.09

aGPC MW characterization in CHCl3 using RI and MALLS
detectors. Values reported forMw and PDIs represent averages of at
least two runs.bCalculated molecular weight based on monomer and
initiator loadings.c [Monomer]/[halide initiator sites].d PDI )polydis-
persity index) Mw/Mn. Error: (0.02 to(0.06. eSample fragments
after injection. Macroligand arms are detected.f Liberated from Fe star
polymer with K2CO3, in CH3CN/H2O, 80 °C, 14 h.g Reaction was
quenched prior to completion.
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